QMA CLUB PROMOTION DAY procedures
The following are the guidelines that the clubs must adhere to for conducting a Promotion Day:
Notifying QMA National Secertary
1. QMA National Secertary must be notified with proper form of all scheduled promotional days,
two weeks before the event.
Required Track Preparation
1. All exits off the racing surface must be blocked (no driver is allowed to pull off the racing
surface under power) Enters to racing surface is the only opening not blocked.
2. Fire extinguishers must be in place around race track.
3. Clearly marked sign as restricted area Members only. NO PARENTS IN HOT CHUTE AREA
4. Must have broom stick as a back up to stop cars.
5. One car on the track at a time.
6. The ride must not be more than 10 laps.
7. No one may be on the track while the car is running except a QMA Club Official.
Required Safety Equipment
1. Arm restraints are mandatory for all drivers
2. Driver’s gloves require a SFI 3.3/5
3. Drivers will wear a well fitted, full face, professional type crash helmet of the type which is onepiece from the forehead to the base of the skull and similarly covers the ears and chin area.
4. All Jackets or Suits must have a minimum SFI rating of 3.2A/1 (if jacket is used must have jean
pants)
5. Neck Collar made of Nomex or equivalent is mandatory with a recommended rating of SFI 3.3
6. All drivers must fit properly fit in car. ( i.e reach peddles correctly, seat belts fit snug across
drivers should ( no leaning out of car is allowed)
7. All cars must be stopped on racing surface and push into hot chute area.
8. Any incident on the track with a driver or off the track with a spectator you must file an
incident report. (Even if you think everything is ok)
Car Preparation
1. The cars used may belong to the club or an individual, but are to be in good safe working order.
2. Use the red restrictor plate and a positive stop on the throttle. Both must be used (goal is to be
under 10 mph).
3. There must be a kill switch located on the top of the roll cage. Along with the use of remote kill
Switch RES6VU-B by 3built.com must be used. (no car allowed on racing surface without the
above being used)

Sign In Requirements for Child and Parents
1.
2.
3.

Charge a minimal fee ($10-$50) for each prospective driver.
The parents must read and sign the QMA waiver on behalf of their children. With parent
signature on right hand side of minor wavier
The driver must be at least 4 years & 6 month of age and no older than 15 years to be able
to participate in this program

